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		Do you know what to do if your web application goes viral and usage suddenly explodes? This concise guide introduces you to Couchbase Server, an extremely fast NoSQL database that automatically distributes data across a cluster of commodity servers or virtual machines. You’ll learn hands-on how to build a Couchbase cluster without changing your application, and how to expand your database on the fly without interrupting service.

	
		Discover how this open source server can help your application gain scalability and performance.

		
			Learn how the server’s architecture affects the way you build and deploy your database
	
			Store data without defining a data structure—and retrieve it without complex queries or query languages
	
			Use a formula to estimate your cluster size requirements
	
			Set up individual nodes through a browser, command line, or REST API
	
			Enable your application to read and write data with sub-millisecond latency through managed object caching
	
			Get a quick guide to building applications that integrate Couchbase’s core protocol
	
			Identify problems in your cluster with the web console
	
			Expand or shrink your cluster, handle failovers, and back up data
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Crossborder Care: Lessons from Central EuropePalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book analyses the circular migration of care workers in Central Europe using the example of Slovak carers in 24-hour care provision for the elderly in Austria. Challenging analyses that focus primarily on care drain and care regimes, Bahna and Sekulová supplement quantitative methodology with qualitative fieldwork to...
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Unleashing Your Leadership Potential: Seven Strategies for SuccessRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2009

	Unleashing Your Leadership Potential provides the means to unleash the unique capital of leadership inherent in each of us, making it possible for teams, organizations, and society to improve the lives of others while we improve our own. Luc's leadership model is based on case studies and interviews with leaders, providing insights...
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Mechanics of Biological Systems and Materials & Micro-and Nanomechanics, Volume 4: Proceedings of the 2019 Annual Conference on Experimental and ... Society for Experimental Mechanics Series)Springer, 2019

	Mechanics of Biological Systems and Materials & Micro-and Nanomechanics, Volume 4 of the Proceedings of the 2019 SEM Annual Conference & Exposition on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the fourth volume of six from the Conference, brings together contributions to important areas of research and engineering.  The collection...
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Producing 24p Video: Covers the Canon XL2 and the Panasonic DVX-100aCMP Books, 2005
Producing 24pP Video demystifies the emerging standards of film and video production and discusses the 24p video film format to help novice and experienced filmmakers alike learn how to better use the newly available DV cameras. Since the 24p frame rate closely approximates the look and feel of film, it is the speed of choice whenever a...
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Advances in Fuzzy Object-Oriented Databases: Modeling and ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2004

	Collecting the latest research results from the leading researchers in the field of fuzzy object-oriented databases, Advances in Fuzzy Object-Oriented Databases: Modeling and Applications provide a single source for current research and practical applications in fuzzy object-oriented databases. This book includes major aspects of fuzzy...
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Psychosocial Aspects of Pediatric OncologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	This book is a comprehensive text on the all important psychosocial aspects of cancer in children. Edited by an experienced psycho oncologist and an equally experienced pediatric oncologist, the book brings together an international group of contributors composed of pediatric oncologists and psychologists/psycho oncologists. This unique...
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